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Home Forums downloading the download center of the zgt; the app's zgt; Discussion in Apps, launched by InsaneNutter, January 11, 2017. Home Forums zgt; Downloading the zgt; Download center of zgt; Apps zgt; Do more with Windows on your computer with programs from MicrosoftLast updated on 09/16/17 There have been 0 updates over the last 6 months The current
version has 0 flags on VirusTotal Windows Live Essentials is a free Microsoft designed set that bundles instant messaging, email, blogging and photo management. We are big fans of software suites that automatically update without getting in the way, and that will allow you to drop unwanted applications from your registry without having to get sneaky. Windows Live Essentials
does both. The software set of seven Windows Live apps doesn't shy away from the marketing car, and it also detects and updates Microsoft-related items that aren't installed as part of a package, such as Outlook and Silverlight. Our biggest complaint is its size, which weighs in at 134MB. However, if you have space and use Windows Live apps such as Messenger, Outlook and
Windows Live Family Safety, this all-in-one package will help you keep the situation in its current state. Windows Live Essentials is a free set developed by Microsoft that combines instant messages, email, blogs, and photo management. We are big fans of software suites that automatically update without getting in the way, and that will allow you to drop unwanted applications
from your registry without having to get sneaky. Windows Live Essentials does both. The software set of seven Windows Live apps doesn't shy away from the marketing car, and it also detects and updates Microsoft-related items that aren't installed as part of a package, such as Outlook and Silverlight. Our biggest complaint is its size, which weighs in at 134MB. However, if you
have space and use Windows Live apps such as Messenger, Outlook and Windows Live Family Safety, this all-in-one package will help you keep the situation in its current state. Microsoft Reviews Show Will End Support for Windows Essentials 2012 Suite on January 10, 2017. If you're using any of the package app components - Movie Maker, Photo Gallery, OneDrive, Family
Safety, Mail, or Live Writer - here's what you need to know. Windows Essentials 2012 has been a popular suite of apps since its release, and a surprising number of people still use some of these app components today. Microsoft will complete its official support for the package on January 10, 2017. Of course, you'll still be able to use it, but apps will no longer receive updates of
any kind, including Security. You also won't be able to download the installation software anymore, either. If you're still using Windows Essentials 2012, read on to find out what the end of official support means for you and where you can look for alternatives. You can continue to use Windows Essentials 2012 Official support for Windows Essentials 2012 will end, but that doesn't
mean you should quit using it. If If Already got it installed, you can continue to use it just like you always have. Just keep in mind that there will be no future updates, including security updates. For Windows Live Mail users who don't have security updates will matter the most. For other apps in the set, this is less important. Microsoft no longer offers windows installer Essentials
2012 for download. There are copies of it floating around the internet, but we usually don't recommend installing from third-party sources you don't know or trust, so we won't refer to them here. You're probably better off with one of the below alternatives anyway. You don't need to replace Family Security and OneDrive So what if you want to replace Windows Essentials apps with
modern equivalents? Let's start with simple things: All the features of the Family Safety and OneDrive app have been built into Windows 8 and 10, so if you use any of them, you're good to go. In fact, if you use any of them, you won't even get the option to install a family safety app along with the set. ANSWER: How to use parental control on Windows 7 If you use Windows 7, there
are parental controls built in. They're not as fully presented as the ones that Family Safety offers, but they have to do most of what you need. OneDrive is also now built into Windows 8 and 10. If you use Windows 7, you will need to download the OneDrive app, but it's all new, since the one offered in Windows Essentials 2012 and it's constantly updated. The best alternatives to
Windows Live Mail Windows Live Mail are probably the most important component of Windows Essentials 2012 for you to replace. While you can still continue to use it if you want, we don't recommend it. The availability of new security updates is quite important in the email client. To be fair, most people these days have switched to using a web email service like Gmail or
Outlook.com. And it's probably your best bet in terms of constantly updated features, spam protection and increased security. If you prefer a desktop client, the Windows Mail app built into Windows 8 and 10 is actually a pretty solid choice if you don't need additional features such as rule-based sorting. If you already have a copy of Microsoft Office that includes Outlook, you should
explore this option. It may have more features than you need from an email client, but aesthetically it still feels very similar to Windows Live Mail. And if you want to check out third-party options, we recommend taking a look at the customer's eM, Mailbird, and Thunderbird. All three are free or have free versions, and have been around long enough to develop a full set of features.
Best Alternatives to Windows Photo Gallery RELATED: Learning Windows 7: Photos with Live Photo Gallery Photo Gallery has long been a favorite for organizing, viewing and editing photos. While it won't get any more feature updates, you can continue to use the version from Windows Essentials 2012 because Updates won't matter much in your viewer image. If you crave
something more modern, the Photos app built into Windows 8 and 10 isn't a bad choice. It offers features to view, organize, and perform soft edits to your photos. For a little more power and easy sharing capabilities, you can also check out online offerings such as Google Photos, Prime Photos (for Amazon Prime users), and Flickr. All three offer a variety of online storage,
automated and manual organizational tools, as well as varying degrees of image editing features. The best alternative to Windows Movie Maker Movie Maker is the odd beast. A version that was extremely popular was included with Windows XP and Vista. When Windows 7 appeared, Microsoft split the app from the OS and released a new version as part of the Windows
Essentials suite. Although the new version was not as powerful, it still offers a great balance between power and ease of use that many people still appreciate today. The good news is that the current version available in Windows Essentials 2012 still works very well in Windows 7, 8 and 10. The app hasn't really been updated in years anyway, so the end of support probably won't
have much for everyone. Perhaps even better news is that Microsoft plans to release a new version of Movie Maker in the Windows Store sometime in the near future. We guess the update will be limited to Windows 10 users, but beyond that we really won't have any details on features or release terms. At the same time, if you're looking for something a little more modern than
the current version of Movie Maker and don't want to wait for the new version, we recommend Ezvid. It's free and like Movie Maker, it strikes a good balance between ease of use and features. If you are willing to switch to something more advanced, but still free-DaVinci Resolve is fantastic for a low cost $0. The best alternatives to Windows Live Writer Live Writer is one of those
apps that you either love... or never heard. This is a blog publishing app that offers a nice and multi-function-filled interface. It has WYSIWYG editing and links to several blogging platforms, including WordPress, Blogger, LiveJournal, and more. You can also easily switch if you work on multiple blogs. The good news here is that in 2015 Microsoft released an open source Live
Writer plug called Open Live Writer, which you can download and use for free from the Open Live Writer or Windows Store. Just like Live Writer, Open Live Writer works with a number of popular blogging platforms, including WordPress, Blogger, TypePad, Moveable Type, and DasBlog. It is actively developing and new features are regularly released. With the right On the spot,
you won't mourn the death of Live Essentials- in fact, you'll probably be using something better. Better. Better. windows essentials 2017 download. windows essentials 2017 movie maker. windows essentials 2017 free download. windows essentials 2017 descargar. wlsetup-windows-essentials-2017. windows live essentials 2017. download windows live essentials 2017. windows
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